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The X Files  -  Tall Tales But true of aircraft That Never “Made It”. 
For as long as humans have observed the ability of birds to fly and dreamt of doing the same,  
humanity has only managed it in recent history, first by gliding flight and then, early last century, 
powered, sustained flight was finally achieved. 
Most birds can launch themselves into the air from a standing start and land back again in a  
distance shorter or no longer than their own body length. Early dreamers of flight envisaged doing 
the same, but aircraft need to run for a distance before they can take-off as well as land, so  
vertical take-off and landing was just a dream. The advent of the gyrocopter and then the helicop-
ter finally over came this, but these did have limitations. What was needed was an aircraft that 
combined the versatility of a helicopter with the capacity of an aircraft. There have been many  
attempts to achieve this throughout the history of powered flight with varying levels of success. 
The military have always desired this. First there was the paratrooper, men scattered inaccurately 
over a wide area, then small groups of soldiers dropped by helicopter more accurately than the 
hazardous parachute drop to, finally, a larger cohort in a V-22 Osprey. The predecessors of the 
Osprey are many and one of these was the XC-142A. 
The XC-142A was a tri-service (army, navy & air force) project to investigate the suitability of a tilt-
wing transport for the rapid deployment of troops and supplies as well as the evacuation of stretch-
er cases in all weather conditions and from unprepared strips. Not only was it tri-service but it was 
also tri-company with Vought, Hiller and Ryan all pitching in to the project. All three companies 
had experience with tilt-wing technology. Hiller with the X-18, Ryan with the VZ-3 Vertiplane and 
the XV-5, and Vought with its F-8 Crusader shipboard naval fighter which had a wing that could tilt 
through 10° for slow speed flight. Of all the VTOL aircraft that appeared up until the time of the  
XC-142A, this particular aircraft showed the best operational potential while all the others were 
purely experimental. Consequently this aircraft was given the ‘C’ designation for transporter. 
Specifications went out to industry in February 1961 for a VTOL transporter and, by September of 
that year, the joint Vought, Hiller and Ryan proposal had won. First flight was achieved on 29  
September, 1964 with the first transitional flight taking place on 11 January, 1965. 
Except for the provision of a tail rotor to allow pitching while the aircraft is stationary or moving 
slowly in the air, the aircraft had conventional aeroplane lay-out with a semi-monocoque fuselage, 
high set wing and four General Electric T64-1 3080 hp turboprop engines. It had a rear ramp to  
facilitate loading, and retractable under carriage. It had a twin-spar wing that could tilt through 
100°, giving the aircraft the capability of flying backwards at 51 km/h. 
The four engines were all inter-linked to provide engine-out safety so that, should an engine fail, 
thrust would still be symmetrically applied across the wing. It was able to carry 3,600 kg of cargo 
or 32 troops. The short stumpy wing fell completely under the influence of the slipstream of the 
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four propellers maximising controllability. 
Five prototypes were built and the aircraft’s performance was  
encouraging with a speed of 692 km/h being achieved and a  
ceiling of 25,000 feet. The transitional flight that took place on 11 
January 1965 had the aircraft take-off vertically, transition to  
horizontal flight and then land vertically, exactly what the military 
wanted. Runways were redundant with such an aircraft. 
The project collapsed when no production orders were received 
from any of the services. The last flight took place on 4 May, 1970 
using the fifth prototype. It was handed to the Wright Field Museum of Dallas Texas. None of the 
other four aircraft exist today. 
 

Let’s Fly On High to KI ! 
And we did  -  on Sunday 5th July in eleven flying machines 26 souls braved somewhat unsatis-
factory weather to travel to Kingscote. With a cloud-base of around 1800’ across the Backstairs 
Passage, dropping to around 800’ at YKSC, those doing it VFR needed life jackets but, fortunate-
ly none needed to be deployed. 
On arrival we all enjoyed a “finger food” lunch provided by Lucy in her café at the brand new  
terminal building. Meanwhile our aircraft were parked in two areas  -  the three that flew IFR 
parked up one end of the terminal suitably “social distanced” whilst the rest parked up the other 
end like kids at a disco! 

With YKSC in virtual shutdown, it was great that we were able 
to provide some welcome business for Lucy and her café staff 
before winging our way back home amongst the clouds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When In Doubt  . . . Make Something Up! 
University exam question  :  “Explain the phrase ‘Free Press’”  

Answer  :  When you mum irons your trousers. 
 

University exam question  :  “What is a fibula?” 

Answer  :  A little lie. 
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More Funding for Our Club’s Angel Flight. 
Our benefactor, Australian Gas Infrastructure Group, has donated a further $5,000 in support 
of our club members who use their aircraft for Angel Flight missions. Furthermore, the  
company has promised to provide an additional $10,000 later this year. Readers may like to 
know just who this company is and what it does. 
Australian Gas Infrastructure Group owns & operates facilities that delivers gas to more than 
two million Australian homes and businesses. This gas supports the Australian economy  
through power generation, in mining and manufacturing. Their portfolio of companies includes 
Australian Gas Networks (AGN), Dampier Bunbury Pipeline, and Multi Gas Networks. Togeth-
er these companies own 34,000 km of distribution networks, more than 5,500 km of transmis-
sion pipelines and 57 petajoules of storage capacity. They employ ~315 people plus utilise 
1,600 contractors in their operations. 
Australian Gas Infrastructure Group is owned by various consortia listed on the Hong Kong 
Stock Exchange. 
On Monday 13th July, the club hosted a visit by the CEO of 
AGIG, Ben Wilson,  and several of his executive staff. With 
the three aircraft owned by club members who undertake 
Angel Flight missions in the background, Ben recorded a 

video in which he 
spoke at length 
about Angel Flight 
and the decision his 
company had made 
to provide generous 
support to the organisation through Aldinga Aero 
Club. It is understood that the video will be shown to 
AGIG employees Australia-wide and a copy made 
available to AAC. 

 

10 Years Ago. 
The July 2010 Go-Round opened with an article about “Operation 
Migration”, a co-operative scheme between Canada and the USA 
to halt the decline in the population of Whooping Cranes. The 
scheme established a new colony in central Wisconsin and used 
ultralights to train them fly to Florida for their winter migration. 
That Go-Round also revealed a retired dentist who used his  
dentistry skills to create a remarkable miniature aircraft model, 
with moving control surfaces and the same pully control system 
used in the real thing. 
 

Israel Unveils Airspace-Compliant Drone. 
An Israeli company says its new Bonanza-sized drone can mix it 
up safely with regular civilian air traffic thanks to a triple  
redundant detect-and-avoid system to keep out of the way. 
The Starliner from Elbit Systems is compliant with NATO’s  
Standardization Agreement known as STANAG 4671,  
meaning it is approved for missions where airliners and other 
civilian aircraft fly. The idea is to push the envelope for large-

drone operations to allow them to carry out missions in more 
developed areas. The possibilities are endless, of course, and 
several countries have already placed orders. 
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Based on the 2,500 lb Hermes 900, the aircraft can fly for 36 hours as high as 30,000’,  
powered by a diesel engine. It has “radar cooperative and non-cooperative Detect and Avoid 
features for Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems” and is specifically designed to fly in regular  
airspace. Although it meets the NATO standard, individual countries will have to approve the 
sorts of operations envisioned by Elbit. 
 

Delivering the Beer. 
In June, 1944, an English brewery donated a sizeable 
quantity of beer for the troops fighting in Normandy. A 
unique delivery method was created involving strapping 
kegs under the wings of brand new Spitfires being sent to 
the forward airfield. Flying at 12,000’ chilled the brew to 
perfection.  (I thought the poms liked their beer warm!  -  Ed.) 

 

USA Determined to “Get The Birds Flying”. 
 

Despite the Covid-19 situation in the USA, both American Air-
lines and United Airlines have been operating their aircraft at 
full passenger capacity from the beginning of July. Passen-
gers must wear masks and “certify” that they have not had 
Covid-19 symptoms in the 14 days before the flight. 
 

 

 

Some More Web Videos. 
 

This 3’30” video involves a 30 year old Kiwi pilot tasked with finding a new airstrip built by the 
locals in Irian Jaya. If he lands on it and approves it for use by others, it will be of great benefit 
to the natives who spent 14 years building it. 
 

h�ps://www.chonday.com/21982/runwamaoun5/ 
 
 

This next one is 43 minutes long, but, if you can spare the time, well worth it. It graphically tells 
the story of the death of a King Air pilot and the successful landing completed by a low-hour 
C173 pilot, saving himself, his family and the plane.  
 

h�ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aqPvVxxIDr0&feature=emb_rel_pause 

 

Diary Dates. 
All Tuesdays in August  -  Club members morning tea, from 0930 hours. And, who knows, 
you may get the opportunity to earn your refreshments with some maintenance work around 
the club? 

Sunday 2nd August  -  The 1st Sunday club meeting comp will be “Emergency Procedures”. 
Pilot briefing 1000 hours. BYO BBQ lunch from 1200 hours. Committee meeting 1300 hours. 
Sunday 9th August  -  Complimentary lunch for all members from 1200 hours. Annual  
General meeting from 1300 hours. Please give serious thought to volunteering yourself to 
serve the club on the committee  -  new people with new ideas are always welcome. 
Sunday 13th September  -  Wakey, wakey  -  time for our annual Dawn Patrol. Pilot briefing at 
0700 hours. After flying the task set you’ll be rewarded by a glorious BBQ breakfast. 
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